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B
y way of Rebecca Solnit, I got to Lucy Lippard’s note in Overlay, her study of relationships
between contemporary and prehistoric art: “An Eskimo [sic] custom offers an angry person
release by walking the emotion out of his or her system in a straight line across the

landscape; the point at which the anger is conquered is marked with a stick, bearing witness to the
strength or length of the rage.” I do something similar except with bus; once, after reading yet
another polarised “Here Be Dragons” projection map of contemporary poetry, I headed due
north, eventually finding myself at the magnificent-sounding City of Troy, a small, unwalled turf
maze in an area more famously landmarked by Shandy Hall or the Kilburn White Horse. I have
been drawn back to it many times since. Its design seems to contain glimpses of antiquity, reminding
me of roentgenizdats and Jorn’s interest in mazy topological features, pursued in his book series
10,000 Years of Nordic Folk Art. I don’t believe the claims of great age for this particular Troy;
although it is an argument from silence, I can’t imagine Sterne not mentioning it if it existed in his
lifetime, even in a digression – especially in a digression. However, I was deeply impressed by a
local story that the maze’s purpose is to lose the Devil, should he be pursuing you, because he can
only move in straight lines, like a permanently angry man.

This morality story contradicts the well-known international narratives of salvation, which
stress sticking to straight and narrow roads, avoiding distraction into backwaters and back alleys.
Roads are languages, as they say, and poetry has many guides now, some of whom oversimplify the
terrain in service of connecting up the landmarks, a natural human tendency: Stevens wrote of
how we live in descriptions of places rather than the places themselves, while Lawrence observed,
“the map appears more real to us than the land”. Poetry’s situation is certainly complex: the frayed
threads of our pasts melt into Cage’s river delta, his image of the arts reprised by George Szirtes in
the last issue of this magazine against the idea of old man mainstream rolling along beside some
overflow canals. However, poetry also shows us unmapped surprising and wonderful new worlds. I
was wonderfully surprised to discover that the man who made the road the bus takes back to Leeds
was blind from six – Jack Metcalf, who plundered Roman walls for stone and knew how to take
poetic licence with the maps and plans of highway commissioners. The road passes near Andy
Goldsworthy’s old home, one of his “raw interfaces between city and country”. Goldsworthy has
spoken of “drawing a wall”, a Klee taking a line for a walk but a line from Norman Nicholson (in
‘The Wall That Went for a Walk’) on journeys even more serendipitously random than Earnshaw’s
“surrealist expeditions” for which he might use this bus, where I once almost surrealistically heard
children talking excitedly about poetry. There seemed to have been a series of events involving
different kinds of poetry at their school and that day they were expecting Truth Maze, over from
the USA. I had to google his name later to be sure I wasn’t projecting some Shandean nomen est
omen mishearing onto the schoolchildren’s conversation. But no, I was able to appreciate their
school’s imagination in contacting him and enjoy online a sample of his astonishing vocal
performances.

Brodsky wrote of the nomad’s song as opposed to the prose of the farmer, and if music and
poetry are not any more the sisters walking hand-in-hand that they were for Purcell, they are still
close relatives in Leeds, where the biennial Lieder+ festival showcases collaborations between
composers and poets. Leeds was also the late home of Darach Ó Catháin, whose astonishing vocal
performances, prized so highly by Seán Ó Riada and Ciaran Carson, I enjoyed in The Roscoe on
this same road. Mel Mercier, who brought Cage’s Roaratorio to Huddersfield, enthused to
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Christopher Fox recently about Darach’s singing, while Fox was researching his current project
‘The Dark Road’ about the motorway builders, one of whom was Darach. Leeds was the self-
described “Motorway City of the Seventies”, but always was a city of incomers, settling “like silt”
in the local councillor’s description.

For years now my interest has been repeatedly drawn back to a group of writers nurtured by
the same community that hosted Truth Maze, Leeds Young Authors. You can’t really generalise
about their styles or subjects; trying to be helpful, one of them used the word “liminal” to describe
their turf in an interview, but influences flow into LYA from all over the world. The Caribbean
presence remains strong and watching LYA perform, I am often reminded of Derek Walcott’s
observation about the unfortunate loss of song in contemporary poetry. There are innumerable
ways to sing but all song shares the sense of a line wrung and drawn out to multiply its
implications in the labyrinth of the ear. I was therefore very interested to see how the LYA style
would transfer to film in We Are Poets, which inevitably shows them vulnerable beyond their
highly polished performances. When it was first shown locally some time ago, I watched it with
my family sitting beside the poet Antony Dunn: we were all, well, amazed. The joint-directorial
debuts of Alex Ramseyer-Bache and Daniel Lucchesi, it is an extraordinary, enriching and
encouraging picture, particularly relevant during the present governmental intervention in
debates about poetry, education and the young. That We Are Poets was chosen to be shown at
festivals around the world, winning Best Documentary awards at Ireland’s ‘Darklight’ and the
Sheffield film festivals, later came as no surprise. The ‘Poets 4 Poets’ fundraising initiative started
there and then, which Antony worked so hard to establish and has now taken through its second
successful year.

Talking to members of the audience after the first LYA fundraising reading was educational.
It brought home to me the simple fact that places like Leeds just aren’t big enough to sustain
discrete and insulated coteries of poets outside the universities. Nevertheless, the achievements of
LYA and We Are Poets have broken remaining ice and the meltwater from this is refreshing the
delta, poets of every age and style. Jorie Graham in her recent Spectator interview (which also
contains interesting reflections on our relationships with modern representations of reality)
declared that poetry should be reclaimed by the oral tradition; in similar vein, one participant in
We Are Poets suggested that a line could be drawn from their spoken poetry back to Homer. I had
a flash of the White Horse of Kilburn beside its local turf Troy, as in Kavanagh’s ‘Epic’, but it’s not
any kind of high horse (or a hobbyhorse) I want to get on here to offer yet another overview,
magisterially pigeonholing the chaotic energies of this generation’s poets, nor an underview in the
manner of that “low theory” Wark describes as leading critique outwards “towards the labyrinth
that is the production of situations”. I don’t really want to make any points at all – “the points are
not the point, the poetry’s the point”, as you’ll hear at LYA events. I want to to put in a word for
pointless travelling without landmarks, like Jack Metcalf who could read with his feet, as Ovid was
supposed to be able to do in the Sulmonese legend. It can be messy progress but poetry is messy
and there are invaluable things to be found in the dark that you could not make up or discover in
any other way – Ovid even danced in it, as many poets have done since. You have wonder and
surprise to gain and nothing to lose but your certainties.

Ian Duhig has written six books of poetry, most recently Pandorama (Picador, 2010).
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